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The vertical trial game that you’ve been waiting for! Who needs to go horizontal when you can go vertical?

Addictive and challenging puzzle platformer gameplay, a challenge for all gamers

Tons of levels to master

Online and local split-screen multiplayer with leaderboards for infinite mode – challenge your friends to get the highest
scores and quickest times!

A mysterious and heart-wrenching story with a twist at the end for you to unravel as you progress through each level
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In Upwards, Lonely Robot, you are the eponymous android tasked with ascending a series of towers in the search for your
creators. Each tower climbed unlocks a little more behind the mystery – with plenty of finger-twisting jumps and vicious
enemies to overcome along the way. Not only that, but players must complete each level with an increasingly-challenging

countdown timer putting them under even more pressure.
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Title: Upwards, Lonely Robot
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Random Layers
Publisher:
Kasedo Games
Release Date: 10 Mar, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista SP2 or newer

Processor: 2GHz Dual core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 10.1 compatible graphics card

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 500 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German
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I'll take your entire stock!!. very fun game, see lots of potential in it to grow further. Interesting theme, but the game really
didn't work for me. I'm a little surprised by the overwhelming positive reviews, even by people that have put a lot of time into it
and wonder how many others they've played. It is very inexpensive and will give you some challenge, but I'm not sure it's the
type of challenge I want from a TD. I don't want to grind just to upgrade heroes, I want to be challenged to find that right mix of
towers to get past a level. The difficulty ramps up a lot by the mid-game but mostly due to overpowered creeps and gimmicks.

Contrast this to Last Hope or Kingdom Rush, which also have you grind a bit for heroes but not as badly and are for me the
more interesting games with more varied levels and goals. I'm not even going to mention Defense Grid. Oops.

It won't cost you much to try if you love TD games, and the grind will give you many hours of cheap entertainment (and cheap
frustration), but you've probably played more interesting ones.. Highly recommend this game! It's colorful, fun, challenging but
relaxing. The soundtrack is whimsical as well.. build the full game, her indoors loves it and would buy all day

. Pixel Surivors is a simple & mostly a short strategy\/simulation-game.

Dont expect to much from the game and you will have a great game for now and then.

Pro:

 pixel graphics

 short strategy\/simulation game

 villager turns into zombies when they die

 wont play it longer as like a hour, great diversion

 steamcards and achivements
Con:

 stupid AI is still stupid :D

 pixel graphics (some wouldnd like it)

 wont play it longer as like a hour, miss some longtime motivation

 if you see a zombie the game is nearly game over if you have no recources
 Rate: 8\/10

What i miss in the game:

 would like to see some more animals like deers or somthing

 no tree spawn without a building

 more ways to protect against zombies

Dont expect a long on going Strategy-Game, for that its just to simple if you mastered it once(its
first really hard even on easy). But its a great game if you just want to look at a village and see
how its growing as you wish.

I played since the Beta about 20 hours. The progress of the game headed forward and its now
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beautiful and mostly a stable game. Since its release you cant build everthing from the start you
have to research new building and a more efficence way for you villager to gather recources. But
so the game got some more deeper interaction and a long time motivation.
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This game simply was not fun for me. It failed to use VR in any interesting way other than being located in the environment. Its
simply a point and click adventure based off where your headset is looking. No motion controls used, seated experience. I payed
$6 for this on sale and still feel it was a bad choice. Played for about an hour but I doubt anything change moving forward as the
hour was all the same actions in different environments.. In the midst of thousands of titles released onto steam on a daily basis,
one shines above all others today. Was it fate that this game be released? It most certainly was. With the resounding success of
Jumpball, Andre Bertaglia's first smash hit, there was no question that the sequel was coming. I, as a fan, was nervous that it
would not live up to the standards of the first game. However, I was pleasantly surprised that this game has surpassed my every
expectation of what a game should be! The character development, the story, the punishment and reward system, and the music
and graphics that appropriately call back to the days when the only jumping balls we were getting were in "Jumpball".
Everything about this game just adds up to be the PERFECT package of challenge, reward, and just good quality fun! If you
don't already own this game, BUY IT NOW! You won't regret it. Thank you Andre for another incredible gaming masterpiece. I
CAN'T WAIT FOR JUMPBALL 3!!!. Played the♥♥♥♥♥♥outa this. I wish there was some more content its a super fun
game.. Charmingly written adventure RPG with more branching paths than you can shake an enchanted stick at.. The first 20
minutes is a cinematic cutscene and then it puts you into a 2d click to move puzzle with no instructions at all.
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